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ABSTRACT

Portfolio assessment is a time consuming and

cumbersome,task. However, the research indicates that

portfolio assessment is multifacefed and may be applied
to.many learning or instructional situations. Also,

portfolio assessment provides more detailed and specific
understandings of student.achievement. Emerging
technologies can be used effectively and efficiently to

help educators more comprehensively understand and .
examine student learning achievementst This project
combines educational research on po.ftfolio assessment,

instructional design, and Constructivist learning theory

into a design that can be used to help teaches plan and
collect evidence and artifacts that represent student
achievement in standards-based learning..
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CHAPTER ONE.

INTRODUCTION

BackgrQund Information

As technology becomes increasingly indispensable in
classrooms throughout the United States and the world,
innovative educators are creating new ways to document

student achievement. Though standardized tests show some,

measures of students' growtl:}., , or. lack thereof, they are
limited in what they meaningfully reveal to the most
vested stakeholders: the.students and their parents, and

to the instructional planners, the teachers. Scores and

grades may show how students rate against.one another

locally, regionally, or nationally, but they do not tell
much about if, when, and how, young people learn..

According to Routman .(1988), standardized testing often
focuses on what students cannot do, as opposed to what

they can do. Also, test scores and course grades attempt

to represent what a. student knows at a very specific
point in time.
Such assessments are limited in.what they actually

reveal about student growth. Also, they are limited as

planning tools, since most grading occurs after a unit of

instruction, and standardized test scores are generally
available to teachers.the next instructional year. An
assessment tool that documents student growth and that

facilitates instructional planning is needed.
Portfolio assessment is one solution. Vavrus (1990)

states portfolio assessment is a systematic and organized
collection of student work that serves as a basis for

ongoing evaluation. According to Valencia (1990),

portfolios that include a variety of types of indicators
of learning allow teachers, parents, students and
administrators to build a complete picture of student

development. DeFina (1992) states that portfolios should
contain the actual day-to-day work of students which
reflects what they have learned. Unlike standardized

tests, portfolios show what students can do.

Statement of the Problem

Although portfolio assessment provides important
evaluative information, portfolios can be cumbersome and

time-consuming to implement and use. Bulky binders, boxes
of collected work samples and products, art or other

visual displays are not always easy to store or move from
one location to another. Also, planning pages, drafts of

written documents, and their subsequent revisions, can be

quite a heavy burden for a student or teacher to carry or

house in order to document the various stages of the
writing process. Sifting through student portfolio
collections can be a physical challenge as well as a

time-consuming task. Specific products included in
physical portfolios may serve to document only certain
achievements, yet all of it has to be waded through in

order for instructors to find the specific evidence they
are looking for. As a result, a collection of material
that reveals students' growth and achievement may not be

easily accessed by instructors, in a time.effective
manner.

However, if the material itself is somehow rendered

portable, and is arranged to represent specific targets
of students' development, it then, becomes a more

efficient evaluative tool. For this reason, a digital
portfolio that links student work samples to academic
standards, and that digitally stores the information,
would.be beneficial to all stakeholders, especially to
students and teachers. Such a portfolio could be stored,
on a CD-ROM,, a laser disk, a high-storage floppy disk, in
a folder on a school server,; or. on a webpage on an
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Intranet or over the Internet, This project is an effort

to develop a portfolio interface through which students
and teachers can access mandated academic standards, as

well as obtain/suggested activities they could employ to
demonstrate mastery of those standards. Also, the project

supplies a consistent template to use to format

assignments to be submitted in their digital, portfolios.
Project Overview

The evolving technologies used.to create digital . .

portfolios can demohstrate student achievement in
virtually unlimited ways. Evidence of student growth and .
achievement, can be documented digitally. Such evidence

can take the form of text, graphics, photos, sound, video
data, and can even include database records of
standardized or course-end .test scores and grades.
Portfolios also reflect more complete profiles of young

learners when they include.teachers' anecdotal comments
and students' reflectibhs about their.collected work,

growth, and achievement. Using portfolios to document
achievement is portfolio, assessment. It is one method of
collecting authentic assessments, or performance-based
assessments of students' efforts..

Constructivist learnihg theorists such as Seymour

Papert (1993) agree that students learn, when they find
and generate their own knowledge. One way to increase the
likelihood and the motivation of.students to learn is to

give them an essential voice in their own evaluations.. A
digital portfolio provides a metacognitive avenue through.
Which students examine and explain their own learning. ,

They,engage in critical thinking and they make evaluative
choices each time they decide.whether to include a

particular document as an artifact of their work.
Students also exercise important information age skills

as they vary the media formats they use for their
portfolio, submissions.

:

This project is an effort to create a sChool-based,

intranet-accessed digital portfolio interface,, for use in
a ninth grade English . class. The project applies
alternative assessment strategies and computer-based

technologies to create a product that assists.in the
creation of a dynamic, representation of student,
achieveraent.

The. San Bernardino High School digital portfolio is

designed to accommodate student work submissions from a .
variety.of media formats, although it is still largely

text-based here. As students and teachers increasingly

use other technologies to provide evidence of their

growth and achievement, this portfolio will expand the
kinds of student work it routinely documents.

The SBHS portfolio is a standards-based design,

providing evidence of ninth grade students' learning and
efforts in language arts. This means that student work
submissions are directly connected to specific content

standards, as designated by the California Department of
Education. In addition to the standards themselves,

sample assignments are linked to the standards. The
assignment links provide students and teachers suggested
activities that could be used to help students understand
the standards and to demonstrate their achievement. The

design is strongly influenced by the current research in
assessment, technology, and instructional design.
Chapter two reviews the literature on portfolio

development and use, portfolio assessment, and
interactive media used in instruction. The research

heavily influenced the development of the project.
Chapter three outlines the project's goals and objectives
and includes an explanation of the instructional design
model selected to develop the project. The chapter

includes a discussion of the projectVs formative

evaluation, and its strengths and limitations. Chapter

four concludes the project with an explanation of

potential enhancements to the project,.as well as some
suggestions for implementing the, digital portfolio.
Recommendations for improving the portfolio and a
conclusion follow.

CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW

OF THE LITERATURE

A review of the literature on portfolio assessment

and multimedia technologies in instruction yields several
inter-related themes appropriate to the development of

this project. This literature review is organized into
the following subtopics that will examine issues

pertaining specifically to portfolio assessment, such as
1) what is a portfolio? 2) What is the purpose of a.

portfolio? 3) What typically goes into a portfolio? 4)
How are portfolios evaluated? The review also examines

issues relevant to the technological aspects of portfolio,
implementation such as: 1) media forms of. portfolios, 2)
Constructivism and its influence in education technology,

specifically regarding assessment, and 3), the interactive
nature of multimedia as it may be employed in collections

of student, digital portfolios.

What is a Portfolio?,

A portfolio is a systematic collection of,
student-produced work over a period of time. Collected

work may include text-based documents, recorded video or
sound, multimedia projects, tests, quizzes, photos.

scanned objects, and more. Such archived information

depicts a more complete profile of an individual learner.
DeFina (1992) states that in education, portfolios are
used to assess students' strengths and weaknesses over

time. Melograno (1,994) adds that portfolios offer a:

dynamic, visual presentation of student's abilities,
strengths, and areas of needed improvement. Furthermore,

Melograno describes portfolios as consisting of six
characteristics which

.

1) Represent a wide range of

student work in a given content area; 2j Engage students
in self-assessment; 3) Allow for student differences in

,

learning needs and styles; 4) Foster collaborative
assessment; 5) Focus on effort, improvement, and
achievement; and 6) Link assessment and teaching to
learning.



Graves and Sunstein (1992) note that portfolios

provide educators with an assessment system that includes
multiple measures of, students' abilities taken over time.
Bird (1990) calls,portfolios containers of documents that

provide evidence of someone's knowledge, skills, and/or
dispositions. Barrett (1998) describes digital portfolios
as using technology to support alternative assessment
efforts. Finally, Sheingold (1992) notes that electronic

portfolios make student work portable, accessible, and
more easily and widely distributed..

What is the Purpose
.

of. a Portfolio?

The purpose of a portfolio directly informs the

design, of a portfolio.. In other, words, the intended use
of the portfolio, shapes its.-design,. its . form, and its
applications. For instance,.the purpose of a showcase

portfolio is to contain only students' best products and
documents, and it may employ.several media. The purpose

of a writing portfolio is to not only collect writing
documents, but also to demonstrate student understanding

of the writing process., A writing, portfOlio likely .
contains entries that represent different stages of the

writing, process. As such, some entries are rough,
unfinished documents. Entries in this type of portfolio

are predominantly text-based documents.
Grasso-Ryan .(1996) explains that, the.information you

get from a portfolio, results from what it's structured to
reveal. A '''sportfolio," for example, charts students'

progress towards articulated outcomes in a fitness,

program curriculum (Melograno, 1994 ),. Portfolio.entries
in a sportfolio may include time and distance
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measurements, measures of weights lifted, body fat

percentages, or heart rates. Research by Weldin and
Tumarkin (1998) finds that the entries for a portfolio

are determined by the purpose of the portfolio and by the
context of the other exhibits found there. Finally,

Lankes (1995) groups portfolios in education into six
different types, based on their purposes: developmental,
teacher planning, proficiency portfolios, showcase

portfolios, skills pprtfolios, and college admissions

portfolios. According to Lankes (1995), developmental
portfolios are designed to document students' progress
and improvement. Artifacts included represent a range of
student development over a period of time, usually an

academic year. They may include test scores, report card

grades, homework- samples, and other data.

They may also

include site or district specified types of assignments
selected for inclusion at pre-designated times during a

year. Teacher planning portfolios are designed for
teachers to receive information about an. incoming class

of students', ability levels and experiences. These are

also likely to include test scores, prior subject area

grades or evaluations, and sometimes anecdotal
information. The teacher uses the information to more
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efficiently plan instructional units. Proficiency
portfolios require student submissions, that document

competence and performance in school, district, or
state-mandated educational standards. These portfolios

include samples of student work that serve as evidence of
their achievement of the competencies. Showcase

portfolios represent the best accomplishments of a
student's educational career; these are typically

organized to include samples of student work that
represents their highest achievements in each subject
area. Employment skills portfolios profile student work
and aptitude.in order for employers to evaluate a.

prospective employee's work-readiness skills; these
portfolios may also include career research, aptitude
tests and. work experience documents. Finally, college

admissions portfolios are used to determine a prospective
student's eligibility for college or university study.

Consequently, Lankes found that the functional purpose of
a portfolio is what determines its contents.

What Goes into a Portfolio?

Again, the primary purpose of a portfolio will
dictate its contents. However, portfolios in education
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appear to be combinations of showcase and proficiency ,
portfolios, as described above. They are designed to
include evidence of program goals, of student achievement
in content areas, or evidence of development over time.

Meyer (1992) finds that, portfolio contents should allow
students to document desired performance through ,
real-life situations. Lankes (1995) adds that portfolio
assessment is not limited to standardized test scores,

but also may include student projects that demonstrate

problem-solving skills as well as skills used for

analyzing and synthesizing information. Kirk (1997.)
describes the portfolio content as including any evidence
of outcomes that closely relate to program goals, which
are,clearly communicated to students at the onset of a
course of study. She adds that portfolio assessment

included opportunities for students to take
responsibility for active learning and for evaluating
their, own educational progress. Portfolio submissions
then, are ..connected to program goals established for each
student prior to portfolio collection. Contents reflect
attention to the prescribed goals.

Rousculp and Maring (1992) note that metacognition
was a major outcome of their students' writing portfolio

■
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experience.. Their students experienced opportunities to
become more critically aware of their own reading,

writing, speaking, listening, and thinking abilities. In
this study, students were^ required to submit reflective
descriptions of each of the documents they submitted to
their writing portfolios. These reflections detail how
well the students felt they met each of the requirements
of their course. The written reflections also offered

students opportunities to assess their own progress and
learning.

Gomez, et al. (1991), find indications that portfolio

collections encouraged students to be more aware of their

progress and deyelopment. They note that portfolios could
include all kinds of student-produced documents that
students can review and comment on at a later time. In a

case study involving an elementary teacher and several of
her students, Gomez, et al notice that reviewing

portfolio evidence collected throughout the year
encouraged these very young students to gain knowledge
about themselves as learners. It also encouraged their

instructor to make specific curricular adaptations to
accommodate their needs or learning styles.
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Farr (1990) recommends that portfolios for students

contain reading and writing activities and learning

experiences that reflect the goals of an integrated
communicative arts curriculum. Other researchers in

language arts (Nist & Diehl, 1990) conclude that other

important portfolio components that should be included
are reading inventories, surveys, questionnaires, and
self-awareness journals, as well as anecdotal records,
observations, contracts, checklists, and study skills
inventories (Weinstein, Palmer, & Schultz, 1987).

Tierney, Carter, and Desai (1991) suggest that effective
portfolios encompass a wide range of authentic reading
and writing activities and processes, and provide a
framework for individualizing instruction and, for .
self-assessment.

Finally, Valeri-Gold, Olson, and Deming (1992)
identify three areas of concern which must be clearly
addressed when implementing portfolio, assessment: 1) the

focus of the portfolio is based on clearly defined

objectives developed by the teacher (and collaboratively
by students where appropriate); 2) the audience
critiquing or evaluating the portfolios is established;
and 3) the evidence, or pieces of work, include many
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forms, (e.g. works in progress, rough drafts, final

copies, tests and.quizzes, checklists, and

questionnaires), selected by the students, who are active
participants in the process.
Portfolio content obviously is a direct function of

what purpose the portfolio is designed to demonstrate or
communicate. As such, no ready formula for producing a

single type of portfolio, or a portfolio content list,
for use by a classroom teacher, or by any stakeholder
interested in student education exists.

How are Portfolios Evaluated?

Evaluation methods for portfolios are as varied as

their purposes require., Paulson and Paulson (1991) state,
"What we see when we evaluate a portfolio is the product

of the glasses we wear when we evaluate portfolios." In
other words,.evaluation of portfolios depends entirely

upon what; the work collections are intended to depict.
However, research indicates general guidelines for
evaluating portfolio exhibits. For instance, Newmann and
Archbald (1992) explain that portfolio criteria must
articulate the cultivation and documentation of

meaningful, significant, and worthwhile forms of
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accomplishment. Wolf (1991) adds that portfolio assessment
should maintain an attitude that the evaluation is

dynamic, and that the richest portrayals of student

performances are based upon multiple sources of evidence,
collected over time, in authentic settings.

In Vermont, a state-mandated portfolio assessment is

one part of its certification process for new teachers.
Preservice teachers assemble portfolios that document

their competencies as teaching professionals. Dollarse
(1996) explains the evaluation of these portfolios
includes a review of the portfolio itself, as well as an ,

oral presentation/defense of the package.by the submitting
preservice teacher to a three-person committee.
Lamme and Hysmith (1991) analyze portfolio assessment
and note two componentsiassist the evaluation process:
1)teachers' anecdotal comments on students' work and

progress; and 2)students' own comments, which explain why
particular items represent their growth or achievement.
The authors also conclude that teachers using portfolios

typically collect three kinds of data to use for
evaluation: collection and analysis of student work or.

artifacts, student reflections and self-evaluations, and
observations,, checklists, and scales. Teachers who engage
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in portfolio assessment use the three kinds of data in
various combinations ,

Valeri-Gold, Olson, and Deming (1992):conclude that
since students are often involved as decision-makers in

the portfolio's evaluation, standards with objectives must
be clearly established before the portfolio process can,

effectively begin. The researchers add that a timeline
should be developed as part of the assessment process. The
timeline encourages accountability on the part of the

students, for submitting samples, and for teachers, for
reviewing and assessing student progress.

Similarly, Zigmond and Silverman (1984) state formal
and informal assessment tools need to be incorporated into

the portfolio to provide information about the students'

performance abilities, to clarify goals and objectives for
remediation, to document future growth, and to establish

future program changes. Flood and Lapp (1989) offer
another evaluative process through a comparison portfolio.

Here, evaluation compares a student's beginning and
end-of-term performances in a course. Progress or
achievement is measured as a function of a student's

individual development over a given time period.
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Kirk (1997) also explains that teachers conduct

regular checks of the working portfolio to determine if
students are making progress and staying on a determined
timeline. She adds that during such progress evaluations,
teacher feedback is necessary. Then, revisions can be made

when they are needed. Kirk.also insists that teachers

provide students with standards or other evaluative
criteria at the onset of the process. Melograno (1994)

adds that a working portfolio be transformed into a

submission portfolio, which include a; student's best work
or evidence of effort, progress, and achievement of all

desired learning outcomes, when they are to be evaluated.
Additionally, portfolio evaluation includes not just
the work compiled within a portfolio. It also includes a

determination.of how the work represents student growth,

progress, or achievement. In outcomes-based, evaluation,
attention is on how effectively student portfolio
submissions document their achievement of course

objectives or standards. Hopple (1995) suggests that
critical to each submission and subsequent evaluation is a
self-reflection document that accompanies every submitted
artifact. This document explains why the piece is included

in the portfolio, which standard or objective was being
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^

demonstrated, and a description of how well the outcome
was accomplished.

Finally, though portfolio assessment helps to
individualize evaluations of student work or of learners

themselves, an important drawback of portfolio assessment

is in quantifying the results such assessment reveals. One
concern is the issue of standardization of portfolio
contents. While some researchers argue against
standardized content (Paulson & Paulson, 1991),, others

suggest that some amount of standardization of portfolio
content is necessary. For example, French et al. (1991)
insists that standardization is necessary if portfolio

data is to be aggregated.

Otherwise, they note, there is

no basis for comparability. Wolcott (1992) discusses a .

middle ground on this issue by including an established
number of specific portfolio entries, coupled with an

equal number of open or unspecified types of submissions
in students' writing portfolios.
Marzano (1994) stated that the most difficult and

controversial issue related to the use of portfolios has
been the challenge of objective assessment. Most

portfolios are scored holistically, using specific or
generic rubrics (see Table 1).
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Table 1. Marzano's Generic Scoring Rubric

Generic Rubric

4.

Demonstrates a thorough understanding of the
important information relative to this topic and

can exemplify that information in detail; carries
out the major processes/skills that relate to this
. topic will relative ease and automaticity.
3.

Demonstrates an understanding of the important

information Relative to this topic and can

exemplify that information in some detail; carries

out the major processes/skills that relate to this
topic, but not necessarily with ease and
automaticity.

2.

Demonstrates an incomplete understanding of the

important information relative to this topic but
does not have severe misconceptions; or makes a

number of errors carrying out processes/skills that
relate to the topic, but accomplishes the basic

purpose of the process/skill.
1.

Demonstrates severe misconceptions about the

important information relative to this topic; or
makes so many errors when carrying out the

processes/skills relative to the topic that they:
fail to accomplish this purpose.

Copyright 1998 by R. J. Marzano.
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Elbow (1991) explains decisions about portfolio

scoring highlight the tension between validity and
reliability. Elbow states portfolio assessment is an
extremely valid form of assessment because it accurately
measures complex variables that depict students' real
abilities. However, this same complexity makes it

difficult to reach reliable agreement among different
scorers. Finally, Barton (1993) suggests that evaluators

simply link grading of portfolios to the purposes
established for them. In effect then, evaluation of

portfolios is intrinsically tied to the reasons educators
have for using them.

What Are Some Media Forms
of Portfolios?

As described earlier, portfolios are containers of
documents and artifacts. As such,, a portfolio may employ

any media form that purposefully conveys its collector's
interpretation of its requirements. In education,
portfolios are typically text-based documents, although
the exact nature of the text documents may vary

tremendously. But portfolios may also contain other
non-text artifacts.
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Among media used for artifacts or.documents are

photographs, videotape or film, constructed projects or
models that use wood, metal, plastic, plaster of Paris,

clay, or other materials. Other submissions could be
multimedia projects, musical compositions or recorded

interpretations of musical sounds, rhythms, or lyrics.
Still other portfolio documents could include drawings,
paintings, and sculpture.

Any imaginable communications tool, any product
resulting from the purposeful application of learned

concepts could be included as part of an entry in a
student's portfolio.
Weldin and Tumarkin (1998) state that how and when

documents go into the portfolio depend upon the nature of
the portfolio. They add that contents can include a
variety of formats and products, such as classroom

assignments, finished or rough drafts, tests or quizzes,
videotapes of performances or special events, audiotapes

of speeches, booktalks, or oral reading experiences.
According to Weldin and Tumarkin, baseline entries and
the subsequent goal-setting process determine the focus
and form of the portfolio's contents.
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Bahr and Bahr (1997) note that portfolios typically
consist of materials collected and arranged in binders.

However, technology can facilitate the development and

display of student portfolios and broaden the types of
work samples that can be stored. Computer-based

technologies enhance storage and data collection as they.

provide a means of collecting, storing, and displaying
text, graphics, sognd, and full-motion video.
Also, the technologies allow students to scan

handwritten work. Technology also maintains demographic
and testing data, and it can accommodate the inclusion of
annotations by students, parents, and teachers. Bahr and
Bahr (1997) explain that immediate access to large.
amounts of data could promote accurate assessment results
and facilitate the development of. sophisticated expert

systems to assist teachep.s with instructional planning.
O-iankes (1995) finds electronic portfolios or

computer-based portfolios stored student.work collections
on floppy or hard .disks, and on CD-ROM disks. Mills ^
(.1997) describes a natural fit .between portfolios and

technology, though he notes the implications for
equipment and software, are many. Also, though Mills
indicates the flexibility and capacity of electronic

portfolios is impressive, he admits a potential problem

regarding the comfort" level of the computer literacy of
both students and faculty members could exist in schools.
Barrett (1999) indicates that digital portfolio

formats should necessarily reflect the technological

profile of the institution using them. Barrett offers a
decision matrix to consider prior to establishing

portfolio data collection. The matrix assists teachers
and administrators in planning for digital data

collection and storage by assessing issues such as:
teachers' and students' technological skills, student and

staff access to computers, hardware and software

inventories, portfolio purposes, data storage, the
multimedia elements to be included, and the support

technologies needed to manage data digitization.
Using the matrix can assist instructional planners
who wish to use technology to develop other forms of ,
assessment in schools. Barrett's matrix also depicts a

range of data storage options that suit various models of
school site technology situations. Like the portfolio

process itself, a site's technology hardware, software,
and student and staff usage levels, are parts of the
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holistic analysis necessary for productive implementation
of the digital portfolios, in a school.

Constructivism,

Technology, and
Assessment

Constructivism is a cognitive theory that suggests
learners do not discover knowledge, they construct it in
authentic settings. Thompson, Simonson, and Hargrave

(1996) note that in Constructivist learning settings,
learner control and the use of realistic and authentic
information is critical to instructional effectiveness.

Also, Grabe and Grabe (1998) add that thinking and

learning are active. They state that students acquire
information from the world around them and generate

personal knowledge. They solve problems. They create new
ideas and new things. This process is Constructivism, and
it is learning in action. Papert (1990) notes
Instructivism is when learners passively absorb

knowledge,.as if they were sponges. Conversely, he
describes Constructivism as when learners actively

construct knowledge, which is then more meaningful,
applicable, and memorable.
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Finally, Jonassen (1996) adds that Constructivist
models of instruction strive to create environments in

which learners actively construct their own knowledge and
that in such environments, they actively engage in

interpreting the external world and reflecting on their
interpretations. Jonassen also argues that when learners

build their own interpretations of the world, they have
more ownership of those thoughts, so those thoughts are
less likely to degenerate over time.

. Constructivism strongly influences educational

technology practices whenever computer-based applications
or other technologies are used to create information.
When learners use computer technologies as tools to
create knowledge, they are engaging in Constructivist
activities. Students are not learning from the computer,

but rather with the computer as a functional tool. For

example, when a student uses the Internet as one research
tool for a report on gun.control, and then synthesizes
the information in a multimedia report, she is

constructing her own knowledge as she presents the
information. Another student has read a book, several

encyclopedia articles, and viewed a film on the
Holocaust. He. then uses the ideas he has studied to
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create a webpage that defines and describes Holocaust. He
has created knowledge for himself by virtue of his
experience.

,

Constructivism has an important place in assessment
as well, particularly in portfolio assessment. Generally,
learners will select their own materials, documents, and

artifacts to include in their portfolios. And as Barrett
described earlier, when students add their own

reflections as to why they have included certain
submissions, they must reflect on their learning. They
add meaning to the experience by cognitively reviewing

the processes, which occurred during their learning
endeavors. This reflection, or metacognition, is a vital

portion of Constructivism.
Keifer and Faust (1993); find that the physical

object of the portfolio only begins to take shape as
learners select and arrange evidence of their learning
with a particular audience and a particular purpose in
mind. When the student goes on to compose reflections

exploring the meaning of the evidence, the collection is
transformed into a powerful document representing the
self-aware learner.' Lamme and Hysmith (1991) discover the

portfolio process is an assessment process in which
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students bear much of the responsibility for the

curriculum through self-reflection and self-evaluation.
To become autonomous learners they conclude, students

must learn to assess what, they have learned and. how they
learn best.

Moersch (1999) notes that electronic portfolios

change the focus of a classroom from teacher-centered to
student-centered. Researchers also indicated that when

students are actively involved in developing their own
assessment tool, they begin to set goals for themselves
and to check their progress toward reaching those goals.

This helps to develop self-assessment skills (Paulson &
Paulson, 1994; Tierney, 1992). Micklo (1997) concluded

that portfolio development redirects student learning
towards problem solving and reasoning and it places

responsibilities on the learner. Weldin and Tumarkin
(1998) stated that portfolio assessment promoted ,

self-regulated student learning and ownership. Finally,

Melograno (1994) stated .that, when students make decisions
about the selection and quality of their work,, they begin
to establish standards by which their work can be
evaluated. ,
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Interactive Multimedia in

Digital Portfolios

Because portforios can be so varied in their

structures,, applications, and formats, they are , perfect
ventures for employing multimedia applications in student
assessment. Limited only by the specifics of a

portfolio's design, multimedia capabilities blend
seamlessly with the authentic assessment measures

portfolios encourage. Digital or electronic portfolios
combine assessment with technology to produce, display,
and store evidence of student achievement or progress.

Melograno (1994) notes that computerized grdde programs
with rubrics, motor-skills videotapes, computer
simulations, and digitized video of pre-post
demonstrations of skills, all can contribute to

electronic portfolios,! and are used to document learner
outcomes.

,'

,

.

Nguidula (1994), explains that the nature: of
multimedia is performahce-oriented. Videotapes,

audiotapes, hypermedia, and text add another dimension to
student performances. He adds that using forms other than
student papers, opens student work up to other viewers
besides teachers, and it encourages instructors to
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broaden their assessments to include,a range of learning

styles. Barrett. (1998) explains that multimedia can
address different learning strategies, as well as

learning objectives, at one time, stimulating all senses
to form a complete learning experience. She explains that

by using static and moving images, sound, and text, a
portfolio can fully engage students' senses.
Liu and Rutledge (1997) compare project learning

methods, multimedia versus traditional text-based methods

of project construction in a study. Their results show
that students in the treatment group., who used
multimedia, were more motivated to toward learning than
those in the: control group. Also, the researchers
conclude that students enjoyed project construction using
multimedia more than did the control group, whose

assignment media was text-based. The treatment group
spent more time on-task and more of their, own time
constructing the. multimedia projects than did students

working in the control group. Students in the treatment
group reported a more positive image of themselves as a
result of their project work,. Interestingly, Liu and

Rutledge note that the treatment students felt the
multimedia design provided them a way to express,
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themselves and they developed a strong sense of ownership
for their work.

Similarly, Deicios and Hartman (1993) compared

research products and processes between,a traditional
course and a multimedia course

The authors conclude that

students in the multimedia course used more research and

theory to support their analyses, and they better
integrated their findings in presentations of their
research, than did the traditional course

A connection

seems to exist between,multimedia and student motivation.

, Venezky (1991) suggests, that multimedia,offers the

ability to adapt to different learners, content, and

pedagogical differences. Because of this flexibility in
delivery or creation of content, multimedia, especially
as it is used in web-based content or in hypermedia, is
more interactive than text-based content or assignment.

Conclusion

Portfolios provide educators and dthers with
multidimensional profiles of learners' abilities and
achievements. They provide more details about learners

and they demonstrate evidence of student growth and
improvement. Portfolio content,can be specified according
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to particular purposes. The research indicates that
portfolios may be adapted to serve a multitude of
educational purposes. Similarly, research reveals that

portfolios, as well as the artifacts compiled withinthem, may take many physical forms. .Constructivist
instructional practices encourage learners to create

knowledge for themselves. Multimedia technologies are
tools that assist twenty-first century learners to create

that knowledge. Therefore, an instructional design model
that facilitates the integration of.Constructivism and

multimedia technologies in portfolio development and

Integration is necessary for this project.
For the purpose of designing a standards-based

portfolio, a model that assists planners to organize the
mechanisms of a digital portfolio is important. The
Gerlach-Ely Design Model; (1980), holds the most practical

promise (see Appendix A). A discussion of the design
issues as they apply to the incorporation of the research

and the project's development.is presented in chapter
three.
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CHAPTER THREE

PROJECT DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

As indicated by much of the research discussed in

chapter two, the purpose of.a portfolio informs its
design. Therefore, this chapter outlines the project's
design and development by: first articulating the goals
and objectives for the project. A description of the
instructional design model and its, application to the
structure of this project fpliows. The formative

evaluation of the project, as well as a discussion of its

strengths and limitations, and recommendations for
further study is included here.

Goals and Objectives

The goal of, this project was to create a functional
digital portfolio interface that matched student work

samples tO: California Language Arts standards, for use in
a ninth grade English,classrobm. It was a goal that
students who use the portfolio would become, more aware of
themselves as learners, and that they would develop

self-assessment skills. It was a goal that teachers would
assist students to document achievement using a variety
of measures.

,

,
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Objective 1:

Learners will understand how to access
language arts.standards from among four
domains, and review sample performance

activities, ,In order to provide evidence of
mastery.

Objective . 2:

Learners will understand how to provide
reflective comments that explains their
entries, and how they meet the standards. ,

Objective 3:

Learners will understand the
Inter-relatedness of the standards, and

comprehend that one work sample may often
target several standards simultaneously.

:

.

Project .Design and Purpose

,

The design of this.project, addressed the problem of

systematically collecting and accessing evidence of
student achievement through an, authentic assessment

instrument

the . digital portfolio. However, In Its .

project development. It was a functional portfolio
Interface

That. Is, the Interface was more of a dispenser

of information than It was a container of student work

demonstrations, a departure from the traditional

.

conception of a portfolio. This design presented the ,
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conception of portfolio as a dynamic interface through
which students accessed information and then attempted to

document their understandings of what was expected of

them academically. The design allowed teachers to select
their own method of housing evidence of student .

performances. It recommended a consistent format for work
submissions, and it allowed for students to drop work
samples off at a student drop-box on an Internet course
site, or for students to email work samples to a teacher.
The purpose Of the.' design was to encourage students
to become more familiar with what.is expected of them

academically, particularly in ninth grade English

language arts. Also, the design offered considerable
latitude for students in how they chose to respond to

those expectations, the standards. Additionally, the
design encouraged students to have some say in their
evaluations and. to respond to specific state standards in

language arts. In this design,, students actively
interacted with the portfolio as they attempted to
document their academic achievements. As they prepared
and submitted data documents, students engaged in meta-

cognitive activities. By choosing their own
representative work samples, and by defending their

'

:
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selections, they learned to apply self-assessment,

critical thinking, and problem-solving skills.

Design Structure

Because the digital portfolio encompassed evolving
technologies and allowed for independent as well as

cooperative student efforts, a flexible instructional
design model was important. The model should allow

designers to adapt instructional content and evaluation
methods according to the needs specified by the portfolio

type. In this case, the Gerlach-Ely (1980) design model
best suited the needs of the instructional designer of

the digital portfolio in several ways (Appendix A).
The Gerlach and Ely model is a systems model that
involves an iterative series of ten stages that assist

planners to develop active combinations of objectives,
strategies, resources, and evaluations, in order to
achieve instructional goals (1991). Instructional

designers Dick and Carey note that such a systems

approach allows for several concepts to be interrelated
to produce an outcome for effective learning (1990). The
Gerlach and Ely model is a mix of linear and concurrent
development activities. Several stages are seen as
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simultaneous, but the model is generally linear in its
orientation (1980).

Following is brief explanation of the,Gerlach and

Ely instructional design model and an explanation of how
the model influenees the portfolio's design.
Stage 1: Specification of Content

In this stage of design, planners articulate the
instructional content to be utilized in order to assist
learners to achieve the academic standards in a content

area. For this project, the designer utilized portions of
literature-based units found in San Bernardino City

Unified School District's adopted ninth grade English

text. Language of Literature, portions from the

designer's study unit on The Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet,
as well-as writing workshops, and other course materials.

In the project, the specific content was found by
navigating to the academic standards for ninth grade

English, (see Appendix.G) then, proceeding to one of four
strands within English language .arts: reading, writing,

listening and speaking, or English language conventions.
From there, each academic standard was linked to a

generic project or assignment. Satisfactory completion of
the project or assignment, as determined by a classroom

teacher, demonstrated student achievement of that
standard.

Stage 2: Specification of Objectives

This design stage calls for the articulation of the
instructional .objectives. For this project, understanding
how to access the academic standards 'was the objective. ,
Through the first two stages of the Gerlach and Ely,
model, 1) the designer identifies content and 2)

specified objectives. This task.emphasized content ,as it
identified objectives, but it also allowed.for objectives
to inform content selection. One strength.of the Gerlach

and Ely, model for the portfolio's. design was that these
first two stages were interchangeable.
For the digital portfolio, the model applied in how
the California, State content standards for language arts,

grades nine and ten, .were articulated within the
portfolio's design. As such, they were of use to both
teachers and students. The poftfolio's design also

included suggested activities that addressed the
standards, but the assignments were generic. A classroom

teacher could fill in details in the sample assignments

with specific information selected from district adopted
texts, or with specifically assigned materials. That

■ ' -'Sf- ■■

assignment could be adapted to, apply to. an indi.vidual,

group., or classroom of learners, or assignments may.be
arranged, in instruGtipnal units. Or, iii another

configuration,, the standards themselves may.be considered
the objectives,, and the content that helped facilitate
the students' ability to achieve the objectives was then,
selected.

... ..

Stage 3: . Assessment of Entering Behaviors

Next, the Gerlach and Ely model's third stage called
for an assessment of students' entry level skills or

behaviors. Specific procedures for identifying such
behaviors were not described, but for the portfolio, they

could include reading inventories, assessments, and

surveys, writing skill tests, or scores from the previous
year's SAT-9 exams, writing samples, and grades..
Eventually, they would likely include video or audio ,
recordings of students' reading or speaking performances.

For this project, a learning expectations survey and a

multiple-choice survey on acade.mic standards were
available for students to coii'^plete by . linking to:

www.Blackboard.com/courses/ENGlC3, and in Appendix B. .
In addition to these surveys, future design

enhancements to the portfolio should include read-only

.

■'

.'
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teacher and student access to data such as test scores

and students' transcripts.

The next five stages of the Gerlach and Ely model,
like the first two, were interchangeable and will
influence one another. Actually, these five stages occur

simultaneously, and they were interactive in that
decisions in one area affected the range of decisions in

the others. The stages were: 4) determine strategy, 5)

organize groups, 6) allocate time, 7) allocate space, and
8) select resources. The Gerlach and Ely design model's
attention to the prerequisite needs of a Constructivist

classroom, especially these five stages, was why the

model was applied for the design and development of the
digital portfolio.

As the five stages were practically applied in the

portfolio, their specifics depended on students'
instructional needs. The completely developed portfolio
would enable both student and teacher to clearly
ascertain which academic content standards needed to be
addressed. Students would enter their ID numbers, and the

standards they had not yet met would be displayed for
each subject area. Instructors would select strategies
appropriate for the learner based on their entering

behaviors and abilities, and also based on what specific
standards the students had yet to demonstrate.

Stage 4: Determination of Strategy

In this project, determination of strategy was based
on articulating the California's expectations for ninth

grade level performance in language arts. The web-based

portfolio informed students of the content standards, and
then an assignment suggestion was linked to each
standard. Here, determination of strategy meant first

learning what must be achieved, and then examining a
suggestion for attempting that achievement.
Stage 5: Organize Groups

This stage of the portfolio's design could be
effectively employed in two ways. First, students who
needed to achieve similar standards may form in

teacher-directed or student-selected groups, to work on

projects designed to showcase their efforts toward
achievement of the standard. Or, in another

configuration, one that would rely on the, data base of
student achievement being operational, the teacher

designed assignments or projects in which all group
members work together on one. .product. Here, each group
member would specialize in a different aspect of the
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project's construction, while each individual attempted
to master separate standards.

For example, in a multimedia project designed to
demonstrate students' understandings of core literature,

such as Romeo and Juliet, project group members all had

different responsibilities, according to the standards

they had to meet. One member could work toward specific
reading standards by researching background materials
about the play, about Shakespeare, or about Elizabethan

England. Another could write the text portions of the
project, while achieving a particular writing standard. A

group editor could employ knowledge of grammar rules and
use resources detailing language conventions to proofread
and edit the project contents. Another student could

prepare and deliver the presentation of the project, in
order to demonstrate a particular oral language standard.

All group members would work cooperatively to achieve
individual and disparate academic standards. Also, the

design here similarly encouraged interdisciplinary
interactivity, when the math, science, and social studies

portions were activated in a subsequent portfolio project
design.
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stage 6: Allocation of Time

For this project/ time allocation was considered

only within the configuration of an academic year. In
other words, students would have one academic year to

compile and submit evidence of their learning. Of course
Instructors could customize their own courses by adding

specific time parameters, or by designating a specific
time schedule or by Imposing a specific order for

achieving the..standards. However, In testing the project,
students were given a limited amount of time to develop
and submit their evidence. Students were given three days

In a computer lab: one day to complete the Inventories,
then two days to choose a strand, and then a standard to
begin their work. Then, students were given three weeks
to develop and submit:their work sample.
Stage 7: Allocate Space

In order to Implement the web-based portfolio In a
classroom, allocation of space was an Integral Issue.

Space considerations Included designer attention to
access, to computers for word processing, for Internet
research, and other Issues. Additionally, workstations
that Include scanners, digital cameras, printers, and

Image enhancing software, were Important. Also, computer
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workspace must allow for.whole class and/or small group
configurations of students and include tables -for
non-computerized work and activities. In the test
classroom, space was allocated primarily based upon

existing resources.
. For this project, one word processing,station

equipped with two.computers and one printer was available
to students. Another three computers were set up for

students to use to develop multimedia projects using

HyperStudio, PowerPoint, or Kai's Powershow software. For
the test group, no scanner or digital camera was

available for student use in project development.
Finally,., three Internet workstations were available for
students to use in research, ..or. to dubmit work documents
via email, or in the student drbpbox at

wWw.Blackboard.com/courses/ENCiC3.. Other space
considerations included desk or table space for group and
individual reading, planning, and. designing assignment
responses.

■

.■ .

Stage 8: Selection of Resources .

.

.

In addition to the previously described, computer

resources, selection of resources qallbd for the designer
to organize other instructional resources as well. For
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this project, the designer utilized all available
curricular materials prescribed for ninth grade level

studies in English. All students testing the design had
access to all printed course material suggested, or
referred to in the portfolio. Students also had access to
bookmarked materials available on the Internet.

Again, as is typical the,Gerlach and Ely model, the
selection of resources impacted the other four mid-stages

of the model. Again, the dynamic nature of the model lent

itself perfectly to the design of the portfolio, as time,

space, and resources, all influenced the determination of
which strategies and what group or .individual
configurations would best represent what students knew,
and could

do.

Stage 9: Evaluation of Performance

In the portfolio design, evaluation of performance
was twofold: first, students selected,and submitted

assignments which represented their responses to the

standards; in effect, they self-evaluated as they were'
required to include a response that explained how their
work answered the standard. Second, teachers evaluated

the student performances to determine whether or not the

work submitted Satisfactorily met the described standard.
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Should student work submissions be deemed unsatisfactory,

the instructor then would make adjustments, particularly
to the model's mid-stages, four through seven.

According to the Geriach and Ely design model
(1980), evaluation was closely linked to the learner

objectives. In this project, the instructor made

adjustments to the.strategies, the organization of
groups, time, space, and resources, based on student
performance evaluation, and in the model's final stage.
Stage 10.: Analysis of Feedback
In the Geriach and Ely design model, in addition to

the evaluation of student performance, attention was also

directed to evaluating the system itself. The designer

analyzed performances to evaluate the effectiveness of
the instruction. Feedback focused on reviewing all of the

stages in the model, with a special emphasis placed on
examining decisions regarding the objectives and
strategies selected (1980).

For the portfolio, analysis of feedback worked to
make the learning■objectives, the standards, more

comprehensible , to learners,. This was achieved by
developing the sample assignment portion of the
portfolio. Later versions could include student work
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samples, archived from previous, students, to. serve as
examples for learners.

In the portfolio test, participants had unlimited
access to the workspace, some limits on the time they
had, and wide choices in resources ,to.Use.

Formative E.valuation

Applying the portfolio interface, in a classroom
environment was achieved over several months ,of

instruction. Students we're introduced to academic

standards during the,first weeks of class. Students

gained Internet navigational experience through several
instructional activities unrelated to the portfolio, and

through interacting with the surveys over two academic
quarters. The details of the students' participation in
the project are described next.

Forty-three students participated in the portfolio
project. All subjects were students enrolled in ninth,

,

grade, college, preparatory English classes at an area
high school. Student computer experience ranged from very
little to very proficient, though,only five students

reported.Internet access from their.homes. Interactivity
with web design was .introduced.and practiced during
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computer lab sessions using web-based activities and
quizzes to study Romeo and Juliet. Students also
interacted via the online surveys.

Before interacting with the project, students spent

one; period discussing their understanding of what

learning expectations, or standards/ifor ninth grade

English were. Participants were later given time to take
an online survey about the standards. Questions used in
the discussion are included in Appendix B, the Standards
survey.

,

In class sessions following the discussion and

survey experience, .students were given twenty minutes to
complete another Survey, the online Learning Expectations
survey at the Blackboard course site (see Appendix C).
The survey served to ascertain student attitudes toward .
academic; expectations, for them at grade level, and to
determine some of their attitudes about assessment.

. In order, to determine whether or not student

experiences with the portfolio interface met the

.

project's ■ihstructional . objectives, specif ied at the
beginning of this chapter, it was important to know, what
students understood about academic standards.
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Finally, students completed a questionnaire about

the effectiveness of the portfolio interface after

spending , two days navigating through the portfolio site
(see Appendix D)

Students were given instruction in the

purpose of the portfolio interface.. In addition, students
were given two tasks to complete , First, they were asked
to select a ninth grade English standard, and design or

choose an activity.that they could use to in order to
demonstrate the standard. Second., they were asked to

locate another standard for which they could use the same

activity, or a variation of.that activity.
Questions in the Post-Navigational questionnaire
measured the effectiveness,of the portfolio's design.

They also provided the designer with feedback in terms of
meeting the project's goals. They provided some
indications as to the strengths and weaknesses of the

project's design, and pointed to areas for improvement of
the project.

.Below are four bar graphs (see Figures 1-4), that
indicate some aspects of the effectiveness of the

portfolio interface for students interacting with it. The
graphs depict four of the questionnaire's critical

questions used to match the evaluation of the portfolio
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interface to the project's objectives. The results for

all students and all questions are found in Appendix 0,

Figure 1. Bar Graph Formative Evaluation Question #8
Were you able to select a standard and activity
you could work on?
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The data reveals that 85 percent of the students

were very successful in locating a standard they could
work on, as well as locating an activity that matched the
standard. Another 12 percent of, the students felt they

met with average success. It appears the design does
allow students to successfully locate standards and

sample learning activities. As a result, the project's
first objective is met. Other data match that impression
(see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Bar Graph Formative Evaluation Question, #3
Did the information presented help you to understand academic standards?

mm

1= not much 10=very much

72 percent of the students reported that the
information presented in the portfolio helped them to
understand the academic standards very much. Another 26

percent felt they understood the academic standards to an
average degree. Only 2 percent of the students felt the

portfolio interface did not help them much to understand
the academic standards. Since most of the students felt

they understood the standards, it could be that the few .
students who did not gain information did not

successfully negotiate the entire portfolio. Another

possibility is that the language used in portions of the
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interface intimidated students.. The instrument, failed to

ascertain that aspect of the students' experience. The

data depicted in figures 1 and 2 do provide evidence that
the first objective is met by the, project.
Evidence indicating completion of the second

objective, that learners will understand howito provide
reflective comments: that explain ■ their entries, and how
the entries meet the standards, did not present itself

clearly in the testing of the project. Students may not
have carefully read the information in the student

template, or they may not have had enough time to
effectively use it, to know, when, and how to add their

input in the portfolio's design, .(see. Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Bar Graph Formative Evaluation Question #7
Does the portfolio format allow you to add your input
or comments to your assignments?
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While 65 percent of the students clearly saw they
could add comments and input to.their assignments through

the portfolio interface, another 21 percent indicated the
opposite. Even though most,students understood how they
could add explanations.to their assignments, the 21

percent who didn't see that capability indicate a design
flaw. One modification that would more convincingly

achieve the second objective is to enhance the
interactivity of the student template page.
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Achievement of the project's third objective, is

best revealed though a discussion of the data depicted in
the following graph, Figure 4.

Figure 4. Bar Graph Formative Evaluation Question #9
You found another standard for which you could
use the same activity?

#sn/

More convincing than with the previous question, 75

percent of the students responded that they were, able to •
locate another standard, for which, they could apply the .

same activity, or a variation of the activity. The

complexity of the question could .be a factor in the
results. This question also drew the second highest

percentage of unsuccessful experiences with the portfolio
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interface. 16 percent of. the students reported little

success trying to locate a second standard for their

assignment sample. Another contributing factor could be
the overall level of language used to describe the
standards in the portfolio interface.

The third objective of students being able to see
the inter-relatedness of the standards is met, although

the evidence indicates that only to a satisfactory

degree. More interactions with the portfolio and more
specific data from those experiences are needed.

Strengths and Limitations

One strength of the portfolio interface project is

that it places all the information a student needs to
understand secondary grade level expectations in one
convenient location. The design also affords students the

chance to view sample assignment suggestions so they
understand the kind of work expected of them in high

school. The design also helps students plan ahead, and it

encourages them to venture into the curriculum on their
own. It serves the needs of individual learners, but it's

adaptable and flexible enough to allow for work in
cooperative learning group arrangements too.
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Another strength of the project is its dynamic form.
As an interactive web-based document, it can be,accessed,

and used by students anywhere who have Internet access.

Information may be added or deleted with relative ease,
so the information dispensed, especially ,the academic

standards, is likely, to be current and appropriate.

;

A last strength of this project is how comprehensive

it is. The project supports student or teacher efforts in
four academic content areas and for four grade levels.
The structure of the design makes it perfect for

including new information and adding improvements to the
site. The likely improvements that future forms the

portfolio interface may take already exist in its
structure.

There are limitations in the project design as well.
One weakness is that without the functionality of the,
database of achievement as envisioned, the portfolio is

not nearly as interactive as it should be. It is more of
an informational kiosk than it is. a dynamic document.

This limitation impacts the effectiveness of the

portfolio design and its purpose.
Other important limitations were time and access to

computer resources. Although students were prepared and
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briefed for their interactions with the portfolio

interface, they did not have the,time or computer access

that would have made the experience more useful to their
class's current curricular needs. .More long-term

experiences are needed for the students, and more

practical applications of the portfolio's information
need to be developed.
Another,limitation with the project is the

evaluation instrument. More specific quantitative data is
needed to better measure the effectiveness of the

project's design. Since much of the project resources
went,into the constfuction of the project, little time or

energy was left to, design a more effective instrument.
Also, more qualitative data,that includes students'
comments about using the portfolio should be collected.
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CHAPTER FOUR

,

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION

Recommendations

It is recommended that teachers who use the

portfolio, demonstrate, how to use it for their students.
By first modeling how to use the portfolio and its
information for students in each of the academic classes,.

students will learn how to use it effectively. It is

suggested that teachers demonstrate how to bundle
.standards by designing and completing a demonstration
unit for their students.

A.1SO., it is recommended, that district information
technologists assist in activating.the database of
achievement.. Doing so would provide parents, students,
and teachers with updated information on demand, provided;

they, have Internet access. It is recommended that such
activation include secure log-in measures. Also, it is
recommended that sufficient, secure storage space be

provided for students to archive their submissions. The

dynamic nature of a portfolio as a container is then
■realized.
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\

It is recommended :that parents be involved by

checking on their students' progress and by helping
students to select their assignments for individualized

learning activities. Alsod parents may assist students in
organizing, planning,: or documenting their achievements
in their portfolios. ■ ;
Another recommendation is to:encourage greater

student access to computers. In homes or schools, regular
access is needed in order for students to become, more

information savvy and more fluent in computer,

technologies. 21st Century students require access to
achieve this fluency., '

Conclusion

In conclusion, the project,went well, but not as

well as expected.. Although students were generally
favorable in their responses to the portfolio, not all of
the information gathered sufficiently answered questions

about its design and ,use. Students did learn the

standards, and did report understanding how to add input
to their work assignments. They also learned how to

access sample activities and how to format assignments,
and how to submit their work electronically. Students
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,

were able to navigate through the site for specific
tasks, but long term practice and use of the document was
not examined.

Students demonstrated interest in using the

portfolio for accessing and submitting their assignments,
but a half-week in the lab, every eight to ten weeks

wasn't enough access to implement it for every student I
the class, or to use it for assessment. A few students
have Internet access, and all of them seemed interested

in completing independent work on their own time.
However, for this project, collecting the. data and

rendering a description of the portfolio in use over time
was not included.

Future use of this project should include. several
modifications. As mentioned as a limitation, one priority

is adding functionality to the database of achievement.

An important, and motivating aspect of the project, as
envisioned, is fully realized with this component in

working, order. Until an Identification number opens and
reveals a learner's achievement record, the portfolio is

only one-dimensional. Similarly, the interactive nature
of the document, is enhanced through, the database's
operation.
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other modifications could include interdisciplinary

project links, or teacher-specific assignment links in
the portfolio. Now, each standard has Only one suggested
activity. The database of achievement can be expanded to
include a database of sample activities. Another design
modification would include assessment rubrics accessible

from the standards pages. Students, would know how.their
work to be evaluated before they begin it.

Each of the project's goals was met, although one

was only partially achieved. More testing and more

analysis should be done. The testing of the project was

largely a positive experience too, although analyzing the
data revealed much about what was not looked for in its

results. Overall, the design of the portfolio project was

inspired but not as inspiring to actually pull off.
Still, as a foundational effort in merging technology
with assessment, the project has many implications for
further, application and, study. .
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Gerlach-Ely Instructional Design Model
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Standards Survey

% http://w w w.bI ack b0ard.corn/bi n/com rnon/take_assessmerit.pl?asmt_init_ii

The Standards Survey
instructioRs:

Choose the response which BEST matches your understanding ofthe California state standards in language arts

Question 1 {points)
Are you aware there are content standards for ninth English?
C. very aware
C aware
C somewhat aware
r not av^are at all

Question 2 I points)
The academic content standards are in all of the following subjects EXCEPT
r
r
r
r

MATH
SCIENCE
ENGLISH
SOCIAL STUDIES

6 PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Question 3{points)
Content standards outline the

C Expectattions for grade level work by subject area
C material the teacher is supposed to cover.

C the topics your parents want covered
C all of the above.

Question 4(points)
The content standards in English are divided into
C four strands
C si^e strands
C: five strands
C three strands
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Learning Expectations. Survey
^ , .; „ ■

;- .

' SBHS, ENCIC: ■

, ,,

;

Learning Expectations
Instructions: Choose liic answer that most closely represents your own thinking
aboutstudent assessnient issues in high schoolediication.
1. In school,students understand what is ex

'.strongly agree-;
b.

agree

c.y ' unsure- . .

^

d:"- disagree"'
• ■ , , ./;. -e. strongly disagree

2. In school,students are given some say in how they are evaluated or graded?
■ a., ■ ■ Strongly agree' ' ■

b. ■ agree v/'y v.. .'.i .y
■ ' .y ' '; ' ' ' .y.y'-unsure;'' ■
^ '.^d:- . -disagree- - ; , ,
■y-y .,:yy

.

■^^.y■^ 'y■.■y

\

.y. '.
yy;; ' - ,-

^

1

"

' -^-yy- '

ey strongly disagree

3.

Annual tests, like the Sat9 tests given every March or April, completely and fairly
demonstrate most Ofyour learning in schobl?
ya:;, ' 'strongly agree.
-y
b.

.

agree
. unsure'.y ■ ■■^"■"y/-"Vuy

■ ,:y/.-"'yd. 'disagree yy
e. ' '.strongly disagree ■

• --yyy'y^^' ■;y "
yy,

4; teachers' tests in subjects like math, English, science, or social studies, fairly show
what you have learned in those classes?
-■ •■strongly agree' ■^■^y,,y; '
'^agree'--'/'
c.

y, ;d.
e.

unsure

disagreestrongly disagree

5, It would be helpful to your learning if teachers explained the state of California's
expectations for you in each subject, in each grade?

6.

a.
b.

strongly agree
agree

c.

unsure

d.
e.

disagree
strongly disagree

Students should be able to choose some of their own assignments to demonstrate their
learning?
a. strongly agree
b. agree
c.

unsure

d.
e.

disagree
strongly disagree
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7. Students are given opportunities to do what they do well when they have to
demonstrate their learning in class assignments?
a. strongly agree
b. agree
c.

unsure

d. disagree
e. strongly disagree ^

8. Class assignments allow you to demonstrate your learning in interesting and creative
ways?
a. strongly agree
b. agree
c.

unsure

d.
e.

disagree
strongly disagree

9. If you understood what educational expectations,or standards, were expected of you,
you could create some of your own ways to prove you have learned a skill or concept?
a.
b.

strongly agree
agree

c.

unsure

d.
e.

disagree
strongly disagree

10. When student work is evaluated,student explanations of how the work meets the
assignment criteria should be considered?
a. strongly agree
b.

agree

c.

unsure

d.
e.

disagree
strongly disagree
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Post-Navigational Questionnaire

After navigating ttirough the SBHS Online Portfolio, please rate the following questions
on a scale of 1 -10(1 =''not much" 10 = "very much"

http://sbhs.sbcusd.k12.ca.us/portfolio
1.

How well did the program keep your interest?
1

2.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

8

9

10

Were the directions clear?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

3. Did the presented information help you to understand academic standards?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6

9

10

4. Do the sample assignments giye you some ideas ofthe work that is expected of
.you?'- ■
1

2

•
3 4

5 :6

7 8 9

10

5. Do you understand how to format your assignments to include information about
which standards your work addresses?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

6. Does the portfolio's design encourage you to be creativein Choosing
assignments?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

7. . Does the portfolio format allow you to add your input or comments to your
assignments?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

8. Were you able to select a standard and activity you could work on?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

9. You found another standard for which you could use the same activity?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

10. Will you apply the information you learned from the portfolio interface to your work
routine in English class?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

return to Ms. Juras
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Home Page
http://sbhs.sbcusd.kl2.ca.us/portfolio/

San Bernardino High School's

Index

^ http;//sbhs.sbcusd,H2.ca.us/portfolio/index2.html

'vVelcome to this web site! This is an interesting

cyberplace because YOU are here. At this site you
will update your own digital high school portfolio,
which will be accessible at the high school and
PROVE your mastery of the REQUIRED academic
standards in each of the four content areas (English,,
math, science, and social studies). To search a
content area's standards, click on it.

English I Social Studies|Math|Science
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STUDENT TEMPLATE

1% httpi//sbhs.sbcusd.kl2,ca.u5/portfolio/stutemplate2.html

wntine rorrriPKO

Student Work

subrn issi0n tem pIate
&atalKisi£
ftlB'i

3 cjnif.nt oiej ^tcndaid dni <.
it/, 'D Ju
th-^ 'i irofinat r,n n
bold, hi.this ufJei mi 3 i « ui v ni l ruLnissiun^

. Student Name: Frank Velasco,

Content;Area: English'

ESLR(s)Addressed: Understand and use^

TechnDlogy; Acadernic Skilli in reading ,an^ writing.
Academic Standard: Reading ,2.1. Students will

read grade-level-approphate materiar,and



dernonstrate decoding and phonetic skills;

Performance Act!vitv: V^^ork in cooperative groups
10 identifV' ahd expI ain th0 piot, cIi max,, and theme
of Shakespeare's play RomBO ^
Pernonstrate
your uhderstanding by constructing a five card
stack, slide, or page cqrripositioh. Present your
group's product to the class. (Note, this
assignrrient also rfieets Listening Speaking,
standards 1.6 and 1.7).
Teacher: Ms.Juras 

Student Reflection:(Student,cdrnments on the
process and \¥hat they learned by completing this;
sample,)

Teacher Anecdole:(teacher t□ compIete this
section. Here, a hyperlink, to an anecdote may be
provided by the teacher)

The Sample: (The student pastes the actual
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DATABASE OF ACHIEVEMENT
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DATABASE QF,AGHIEVEMENT,

4-.

\http://sbhs.sbcusd.kl2.ca.us/portfolio/database2.html

Data Base ofAchievement

Entei^ your student ID #to find out ™diacadeinic
content .standai-ds you Imve left,to meet.

Under xoiistrnctioii
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APPENDIX H

EXPECTED SCHOOLWIDE.LEARNING

RESULTS

EXPECTED SCHOOLWIDE LEARNING RESULTS

IExpected iJchoolwide Learning Hesults- Netscape6

m

//sbhs.sbcusd.kl2.ca.us/portfolio/eslr2.html

yniine rwiriiiio

Belovv are San Bernardino High School's ESLRs,
For each work sample submitted, students
must refer to at least one ESLP, on the student

template,
ESLRs(Expectel SchooMde Lraratag Results)ESLRs
are competencies all SBHS students mustachieve before
they graduate from this historic institution.. All students
paitcipate in instructional,exttcicunlcular,and social
f«^eets
SitMf

activities in order to achiew and demonshate these five

competencies.
Academe SMHs

1. All students will read in a reflective and puiposeful
manner

2. All students will write reflectively and critically
3. All students will communicate effectively in a variety of
fonns

4. All students will identify,locate,and organize infonnation
or date

5. All students will be proficientin math
Critical Tliuikaig/Probtem SoMig
1. All students will analyze,evaluate,and synthesize
infoimation through independent and/or cooperative effoils

2. All students will apply problem solving and critical
thinking stiBtegies to real life scenarios
3. All students will evaluate pracedures and modify them to
address new situations
Liie/SocM Skills

1. All students will work collaboratively with diverae
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Xife/Sodal Skill
1.

2. AH stLidente idU exerciie respraisible behimor to ficiHtate
academe physiciil iiid social suGceiii

1. AH students will set and pni'sue reaHstie and chaHsnging
career and personal goals
Teclmological Competency
1.
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PORTFOLIO SEQUENCE SUBJECTS

PORTFOLIO.: SEQUENCE, SUBJECTS

Subjects - Netscape 6

% http;//sbhs.sbcusd.kl2.ca.us/portfolio/subjects2.html

. choose the content area to view the California . .

Academic Standards for each subject area. Then, click
ITI

. your grade level for the specific standards for that
grade. Finally, click the domains, or strands, under

Fr;^'

;o find sample assignr

¥

academic stahdard.

Social Studies I Math I Sciencs

82'

me % My Netscape j

dnlfne Partffono

English
Click on ons of the four links below to find the
exact.state standards listed bv

9th I roth I 11th I 12th

8:3.

M

SelectfQitt" grmde lesel
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W

'4 =4\

ht±p://sb hs.sbcusd.k12.ca.us/portfoI i o/rnath2.htm 1

^^9
'ks {k Home *V My

Click on one of the four links below to find the exact state

9ft
|
10th| n th I 12th
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http://sbh5.sbcusd.kl2.ca.us/pQrtfQliQ/science2.html

Click on one of the four links below to find the
> 'r'
'--'•'"'T?-s.
> i - ^ if yi
y

exact state

9th I lOtii I 11th I lltti
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SUBMIT

WORK SAMPLE

p % http;//sbhs.sbcusd.k12.ca.us/p0rtf01io/submit2.html

"#

"'"

"

Submit
student template.

2. Navigate to: www.bIackboard.com/
3. Log in

M■
4.Click student tools, and select drop box
5. CEck browse to select your assignment file
fi^om the disk or hai^d diive
6. Click send file to instructor
OR

send an attacliment to:

msjuras@myschoolmail.com
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8 9.

NINTH GRADE.ENGLISH STRANDS

10th Grade English

% http://sbhs.sbcus d.k12.ca.us/portfoIio/9thengIish2.htm I

i

^m i:

9th grade English
Click on one of the four links below to find the exact

state standards listed by strand for your grade;

,-"4

Eaading I Wiiiitig I Li^teMitig & Stje-aJiiiig I Engliili Laaiguaae CoKventiQHS

&0.:

,

/Zv'T'

M% http://sbhs.sbcuscl.kl2.ca.us/portfolio/reading2.html
ome

My Netecepe ;

^Reading
:

■ .y

1.0yrORD.&^YSIS>LUENCY,AND SYiTEmilC
yOCABULARy DEyELOPMEMT; Students apply tlidr

lEnowiedge of word origins hotii to deteraiine the meaning of
new words encountered in rea^ng matetials and to use those

words acanatdy. Eianlple

.

:

:

1.1 Idaiti^ and use tlie liteial and figurative niOTiings of
Words,and understand word derivatian..Example ■
1.2 Distinguiii between tlie denotafive and connotative
meanings □f words, and interpret the caimqteilive pow^,of
words. Eample

1.3 Identify anduse Imowiedge of the origns of Sreds,
Roman,, andNorse mythology to understand the meaning of
new words (e g., the word "nardBsisti.c" drawn from the myth
□f WarnSsus and Edioi. Easamnle

;

,

.READING COIdPREHENSION

.

2.0 REAOmG COMPREHENSIilN (FOCUG dN
INFORNIATIONAL MATERIALS): Students read and
vraderstod gmde-levd-appropriateniateiial: They analyze the
or^iisatioral patterns, argunents, andportions advanced.
The sdections in Recommended Literature, GradesNine

Tliroui^ Twdve (1990) illustratefiie quality and complexity
; of thematerials to he i-^d by studmts; In addition, by grade
twdve, students frad twn niillion words annually on fhdr own,
induding a wide variety of dasd.c and contemporary literature,
mapzines, new^apa^, and oidine iiifointe
In gades nine

and ten, students niike mlrstanlial progess toward tllis goal.
Shaictural Featiires df jnfortnltifliT^ hfeterials: Eaamiale
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I'v http://sbhs.sbcusd.kl2.ca.us/portfolio/wnting2.html

r5

;WRrriNG STRATEGIES ■; ■;
1.0 Students wite colia^ient: and focused texts that convey a
f it

well-defined per^ediive aiid tiglidyReasoned argLunetit, Studait
*iting denionsfiates awareiiess of audiaice and purpose and use of
the gtagfis nfthevwiting process- a.s needed. Example
Organization and Focus:

1.1Esfcatilisti a controllini impression or coherent theas that

: coiw^s a clear and distinctive perfective on the subject and
maintains a conastent tone and focus fiiroughout fine piece of ,

writinE. Example ■ ' ' ; ■ , •

'

''

■

IJ Use precise langimge, acfion verbs, sensory details, appropiiate
mnrlifigs, and active tnfca" than.pasave voice. Example

\

;;Eiesenrch midTechnologjl
1,3 Use, dear res^rch questions and CQharent research methods

(e g.,library, dectronic media, per-soiiBl mtaview) to didt and
present evidence fi'om primary and secondary sources. Exampie
1.4 Devdop key ideas witlrin the body of the coinpcation tlu-ough

aipportive evidence (e.g., scaiariOS, comniDnly hddbdiefs,

liypotlieticals, and/or definitions). fexampie •
TJ S]rtntlieazem^
firommtiltiple sources atrd idditify v
eompleaties and discrfandes in tlie inforttation and how diff^ent

pffspectives are foundiri each medium(e.g., ^tnhnacs, rnicrbfidre,
news sourcesi inrdffix fidd studies, f eedies, jQiirn^ and
tedmical doaunents). Example

1.6 Inte^nte quotations and dtatiotls into;writtm text, while
iTTaintaining the flqw Of ideas. Eiample
. l.T Use appropriate conventions for dociunentation in text:, notes,

tndbiblipgraphies, adhering to siyle mahuals (e;g., the Modeni
lAgukee Assodation Handbook or Chicago Stvle hfetuaU:
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%■ http://sbhs.sbeusd.kl2.caiUs/porlto11o/ls2.htmI

■c-

Listening & Speaking

LISTENING AND SPEAKING STRATEGIES:

1.0 Studentis fomiulate adroit judgments about orai coiraniitiicatiQfl.
Th^ ddiver foaised and coherent presentations of their own that
conv^ dear and distinct per^ectives and solid r^soniiig. Th^
incoi^jorate geshires, tone, and vocabulary tailored to audience and
piupose.

Cbluprdieiicdoh:
1.1Fonmilate judgments about the ideas under discusaon and support
those judgpients with convindng evidence Example
1.2 Compare tod contrast how media genres (e.g., nigh%nSK, news

magazines, doaimentaries, on-line information) coyer the same event
Example

1.3 Choose logical patteras of organization (e.g., chrDnaloptal,

topical, rause/effect) to infonn and to persuade by solidting
agreement or action, or to unite audiaices bdrind a commonbdief or
cause. Example

1.4 Choose appropriate devices for introduchonand CDndusiQn (e.g.,
literary quotations, anecdotes, refei'ences to authorirattve sources).
Example

1.5 Recognize and use dements of dassical speedi fonn (introduction,
first and second hansitions, body, and condusion), fonnulating
rational argiunents and applying the art of persuasion and
debate.Exampie
1.6 Present and advance a dear thesis statement and dioose

appropriate types of proof (e.g. stattistics, testimony, spedfic
instances) that meet stendard tests for evidence, induding a-edibility,
validity, and rdevance. Example

1.7 Use props, visual aids, graphs, and eleeh-onic rnedia to adtoice the

appeal andacaira.cy of presentHtions. Example

93.

http://sbh5.sbcusd.kl2.ca.us/portfQliQ/cQnv.entions2.htrnl

iililiiie Fortfoi
English Language Conyeritions
1.0\PLITTEN

ORAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE COWENTIONS: Stiidsits Mite and

witll a command of.'rtandard EniJidi conventions; Gmnrnw

Medianics: Exam pie

, 1.1 Identify and coiTedly use dauses(e.g , main and subardinate), plimses(e.g., getimd,iiifimtive,
and partidpial), and medianics of pmictnation(e g ,seiiiicolons, eqlons, ellipses, hyphens).
■Example

' -.V';';--:

1.2 Unda-stand sentence constniction (e.g, pai^allel stiaictiu^e, siibqrcliiiatioii, propei' placsLiient of

modifiei-s) and propei- Englidi u.<xige(e.g., consisteiicy of vea-b feiises). Example
1.3 Demonstrnte an undei-standing of propei- En^idi umge mid conti-ol of gi'ainiiim% paragL-aph and
sentence stiiicture, diction, and syiitmi (ttoiusciipt Forni) Exarnple

punctuation and capitalization: Exampie: ,

ipadng and margins, and integi-ation of soiu'ce alid siippoit niatmal (e.g., in-tM dtation, use of
direct quotations, pai^pln-asing;) Mth appropiiate dtatian. Example
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

4

\''I

I

bhs.sbcusd.k12.ca.us/portfoI i o/readi nqactivitie52.htm I#i
rx

1

xr

^

^

.ir-r^s>

unlitit Fortfolin

A

Reading Activities
READING Paforamce Activities: ai^e projects or assigtiineiits,

'i H

devdoped by tlie students and teadier, w^iich wlieti competently
completed,as ascertained by the dassroom teadier,(a score of SD% or
better), prove student attainment ofa paitiailar contait areas standard,
as desoibed by California Department ofEducation

1.0 Find a riding sdection from any one of your teabooks thatliad
difficult words on it. Type one or two paragraphs of the reading,

selection in Word,and Midze atleast 3-5 wordsyou idn't know,.
Then esqilain how you tiied to leani those words,
1.1 Write a defintion ofliteral meanings of words,and a definition of

figurative ward meanings. Now,dioose tliree words to use in two
sentences each: l)use the word literally and 2)use the word
figurativdf.Enter you ramples in a Word document,and italicize :
your diDsen words,.
1.2Write an ezplaiiatiOn ofthe differeiice between connotetive and
denotative meanings of words, attach any imported media dip you
would like that gives an eirample ofthe two Idndsof meanings.

Sample dips diould not esceed 3D seconds in Imgth,£
1.3 Sdect a word or plnase from tlie following list: Adulle's hed,
tanteilize, edio, nardsistic, Pandora's Bos,Midas tqudi,Heradtoi
effort, etc. Research the word or plirase's origins and present the
infonnation in a briefreport, story, drawing, song, or personal
presentation, E
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U V http://sbhs,sbcusd.kl2.ca.us/pQrtfQliQ/wntingactiyities2.htnnl#wll
'A

:-:«=?;•

Writing Activities
1.0 For 5 clays, read sliort letters to the editor of yom* sdiool's or dti^'^'s nev^.'siiaper Choose
one iettei- and write an argiunent against the lettei"'s position on an issue.
1.1\¥iite a one-page resiionse for eadi ofthe following topics,(or submit your

suggestions); l)\Vliy you hate it vdien the phone rings? 2)miy the Company sliould liire
a yoimg person like you for an aftei'sdiool or weekendjob? 3)\Vliat are some problems tliat
e:dst in yom- dty tliat the mayor should Icnow about,and w4iat are your ideas to improve
those community problem^ 4)Youi" favorite placeis . .?

1.2 Re\jyi-ite 1.0 or any topicinWl.l,liigliligliting yom- use ofactive voice,action verbs,
sensoi-y details or more. Attadi mfor^ and after samples. Desaibe and discuss your
improvements.

1.3 Use topics genei-ated in Reading 2.2-Reading 2-5 to demonstrate your under.standing
of wilting reseai'di questions, conducting researdi,and gatheiing evidence.
1.4 Use any topic in Reading 2.0-2.8 to researdi and devdop idea.s in a composition.
1.5 Review your reseai'diin Reading 2.4 or 2.5. Crsite a table or graph tliat represents the
waysinfomiation is organized and ddivei-ed. Eisplain why infonnation is padraged
differently.

1.6 Review fFri/gr's Iric. on quotations and dtations. Use the tedniiques to add to yoiu
researdi wnrk in R2.4 or 2.5.Attadi before and after samples fi-om your reseai'di report.

1.7 Dqiending on yom- topic, explain vdiidi bibliogi-apliic .style will you use to dte and

docmiient your som'ces, h^lLA,APA,or otliei'? See fFrjfer's hw for defimtions.
1.8 Use any topic you've studied to design and organize a wehpage for. Add to yom"page at
least 4 times tlirou^iout the yeai-.

1.9 Review your wrttiiig for 1.0 or 1.1. Explain wlio your audience is for eadi topic.
Eiqilaiii wdiat would be yoiu'purpose for eadi wi-itiiig topic. YJhy does audmice mattei-?
How does pm-pose diaiige yom* wiiting? Eiqilain wiidi stages ofthe
process you've
used.

2.0 Preview assigmneiits in 1,0,1.. Choose one ofthose compositions to develop into a 1,500 word
essiy(3+ pages). Eiqilain v4iidi stages ofthe wntingprocess you've used.
2.1 ¥/rite a story,real or imagined,about a memory you liave about vdieii you learned sonietliing.
Use time and tilace details., along to suggest the tone or feeling of the waiting,
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Listening

Speaking Activities

,1.0 Preseiit a five niinuteMk using yoiir topic from Rjeadiiig2.4 ,2.8,3.2,3.12, or dsevsAiei-e.
Considei^ different audiences for the saiiie tMk. Vmjyour delivery to suit the listeners in eadi
audience;-

m

■

■,

1.1 Seled aiidlisteiitQ a recDrded speedi by'a prQiiiinent orMstorical
List tlie hiain
being,#saissed. List the evideiice the ^ealcer uses to support liis/her.niainpaints.
1.2 Use your topic fi'DmR3.4, or dioose anotlier topic. Prepare a didrt talk in vdiidiyou compare
and cQiitmst. how different media.geni-es covei' the s»me story or event.

1.3 Chopse two contrbversial topics (Rjeadingl.S) or use any ideas you widi to pei'suade people to
viewas you do, Dev.elopeadi of your argLiineiits into brief ^eedies, Use two diffa-eiit

organizational patterns. E2q]lam why you diose,the or^iisational pattern you did.
1.4 Revise one of yom- previous talks to indude new introduetoiy or dosing tedmiques, such as
using a famous person's views on the topic (quotations), eonipdling statistics or feds, or anarrative
stQiy or anecdote tliat will evoke an emotional readion or gimb your aucUence's attention to youi- : .
talk. E^^hple: Thpma.s Jefferson stated tliat,
nm tw^ cmcitsdstpri. "Wimt he meant by those
five dioit words is....

1.5 revise any talk ft'om 1.1-1.4. Add sensory or descriptive details where appropriate. Write a
desaiptioil of the revidons you niade, and discuss vdiy youmade fiiein.
l.iS Prepare a speedi using yolir paper fi-om Writing 2.3.1 andyoiu' evidence or support, fi'om

Writing 2.4.3 to present the infomiatiDnin a convindngmanner.

.

1,7 Use tlie informationyou organized in Writing 2.3.4 in youi' presaitation, or as a model for
anhlar doamienlHtion, and redmft it for tjse as a visiial aid.;

|-ttp;//sbhs.sbGu5d.kl2.da.us/poitfoI i o/conventionsactivities2.htmI#eIcl0
:

Qnlitit Fortfollii
English Language Conventions
MfUnig

reiii{>Iafe

Activities

1.0 Submit any recorded or vaitten work and explain w4iat Englislr language conventions
were used.

1.1 Post one of youi" documents. Use color ted to lii^ilight youi" own uses of dauses,
pluuses, mechanics,usage,and sentence structure. Revise yovu:writing,ifnecessaiy.

tubnitt

1.2 Use your owii work of use any poition ofa resource you read in R2.2-2.2.5. Find and
select

examples tliat demonstinte control of grainniai-, paiBgfaph and sentence stinctui-e, diction,
syntax, and usage.

1.3 Rewrite, on papei-, any previously submitted written work. Make siu-e your \^ting is:
eas;/ to read, fi-ee from any ^elling?^ti/i]ing eirors, and free from any grammatical mistalces
aiad pimctuations eiTQrs.

1.4 Use your researdi report from W1.4. Resubmit the papei* to indude the following
manuscript/document requirements: title page(presetitation), pagination(page nimibei-s),
spadng and margins.

1.5 Submit any researdi paper or rqiort tliat indudes appropnate presentation ofrqDort in

a paper doamW fomi,wliidiindudes title page presentation, pagination, spacing and
margins,and integt-ation ofsomxe and support mateiial(e.g., in-text dtation, use of direct
quotations, paraplii-asing) with appropnate dtation.
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PAGE

UNDER CONSTRUCTION PAGE

K

I% http://sbhs.?bGU5d.kl2.ca.us/portfolio/undercon5trui^ion2

Forffotifi

Stop bicKlO/ioon to seetlieie^actiwited
n

BK
111
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LEARNING EXPECTATIONS RESULTS

Question

strongly agree agree

unsure

disagree strongly disagree Totals

18

22

0

1

1

42

0

6

3

20

13

42

4

13

7

17

1

42

18

18

4

. 2

0

42

■6

22

8

6

0

42

assignments to demonstrate their learning?
7.Students are given opportunities to do what they do well
v/hen they have to demonstrate their learning in class

16

16

7

3

0

42

assignments?

0

16

0

22

4

42

8. Class assignments allow you to demonstrate your
learning in interesting and creative ways?

4

12

8

13

5

42

10

14

13

5

0

42

3

5

4

22

8

42

1 . In school,students understand what is expected of them?

2. In school/students are given some say in how they are
evaluated or graded?
3. Annual tests,like the Sat9 tests given every March or

Apri/ completely and fairly demonstrate most of your
learning in school?

.

4. Teachers'tests in subjects like math,English,science,
or social studies,fairly show what you have learned in
those classes?

5. It would be helpful to your learning if teachers explained
the state of California's

expectations for you in each subject,,in each grade?
6. Students should be able to choose some of their own

9. If you understood what educationalexpectations,or
standards, were expected of you, you could create some of
your own ways to prove you have learned a skill or
concept?

10. When student work is evaluated,student explanations of
how the work meets the assignment criteria should be
considered?
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FORMATIVE - EVALUATION RESULTS;

Questions

(1='not
much')

(10='very
23456 7 8 9

1. Hov well did the program keep your interest?
2.Were the directlons clear? ; ; :
3.Did the presented information help you to understand ::
academicstandards?

6

6 13 12 .. '" 0 ■

1

1 8 12

21

3 8 12 6

: 13

3 5 10 7

15

6 335 5 9

"12

?. ■ 1

Rav
Totals Average M 12 13

much")

14 15 18 17 18 19 110

.43 1 0.698 0® 01 141 01 01 01 141 301 281 141
? 43? 0.814 0?? 01 21 01 01 01 21 191 231 491
-

43?:.^0721

2% 01

01.^ 01

01 71 191 281 141 301

4.Do thesample assignmentsgive you someIdea ofthe

vork thatisexpected of you?
o
(_n

3

43/ 0.767 01 01 01 71 01 71 121 231 161 351

5.Do you understand how to format your assignmentsto

include information about Which standards your work
addresses?

: '43

0,884 01 01 01 141.71 71 121 121 211 281

6.Does the portfolio's designencourage you to be creative
inchooslngassignments? ?
6

9 9 12

7

5 9 6

13 ;

.

43

0.791

01 ,01 01 141 01 01 211 211 281 161

43

0.791

01 71 01 01 141 01 141 211 141 301

43

0.744 01 01 01 .01 01 51 121 261 261 331

43

0.814 01 01 01 51 21 91 91 191 301 261

'43?

0.907 01 01 01 21 51 71 161 91 231 371

?.Does the portfolioformatallow youto addyour input,or
comments,toyour assignments?
3

6

8.Were you able to selectastandard aniactivity youcould
work on?

2 .5 11 11

14

"

9.Youfound another standardfor which youicould use
the same activity?

2 1 4 4 8 13

,11 :

i 10.Wi11 you apply the i nformation you learnedfrom the
iportfolio interface to your work routine in English class?

1 2 3 7 4 10 ^

16
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